
FHV Accessibility Pilot 
FAQ for FHV Bases 

 

PILOT BASICS 
 
Q: Why is TLC running this pilot? 

A: The pilot allows TLC to test a centralized dispatch approach to accessibility in the FHV industry. This 
pilot will test whether the same technology that allows some FHV bases to match passengers and cars 
can provide faster and more reliable service for people who use wheelchairs, which they currently do 
not provide in a significant way. It is an alternative bases can choose to participate in if they prefer it to 
complying with the rules.  

Q: How do bases and WAV dispatchers participate in the pilot? 

A: FHV bases interested in participating in the pilot have two options for role: WAV dispatcher and 
participating base. The WAV dispatchers will serve as the centralized dispatcher of WAV trips requested 
through participating bases. Participating bases will partner with a single WAV dispatcher which will 
dispatch the WAV trips requested by customers. Under the pilot, WAV dispatchers approved by the TLC 
will service all WAV trip requests for a network of participating bases. FHV bases – which include livery, 
black car, and luxury limousine bases – may apply to join the pilot as either a participating base or as a 
WAV dispatcher. Participating bases must enter into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the 
Commission as well as an agreement with a WAV dispatcher. WAV dispatchers must also enter into an 
MOU with TLC and will be held to increasing service standards including response times and regular 
reporting to allow TLC to monitor service.  

Q: How long will the pilot last? 

A: The pilot is scheduled to begin on July 1, 2018 and end on June 30, 2020.  The Chair may end the pilot 
before June 30, 2020 or extend the pilot beyond that date. Any changes in the pilot period will be 
communicated to all pilot participants. 

Q: My base already refers accessible trip requests to another base by agreement. Do I still have to join 
the pilot or comply with the new rules? 

A: Yes. Starting in July 2018, all FHV bases must either join the pilot or comply with the trip mandate 
rule. You no longer need a contract with another base to provide WAV service on an as-needed basis. If 
you have an existing contract for such service, please consult an outside legal authority on your 
continued obligations under that contract.  

 
Q: Why did TLC approve both a pilot and rules related to WAV FHV trips?  

A: TLC rules require FHV bases to provide equivalent service for people in wheelchairs, but they have not 
met this requirement, despite FHVs providing more and more trips in New York City. Introducing both a 
pilot and trip percentage rules with a gradual roll out period and reasonable increases in service levels 
provides bases with flexibility in how they meet the accessibility requirements. Bases can participate in 
the pilot or comply with the rules in the way that fits their particular business model and needs.  

 



JOINING THE PILOT 
 
Q: How much will it cost to participate in the pilot?   

A: The TLC will not set the cost for bases to use WAV dispatch services.  Bases that want to join the pilot 
must negotiate directly with potential WAV dispatchers on their agreements, including cost. 
 
Q: Is there a deadline for a base to join the pilot? 

A: Yes. Bases must have an agreement with an approved WAV dispatcher by the start of the pilot on July 
1, 2018. Any base that does not have an agreement with an approved WAV dispatcher by this date is 
subject to the TLC rules requiring a certain percentage of their trips to be dispatched to WAVs. 

Q: Can bases apply to the pilot without a designated WAV dispatcher? 

A: No. Bases that would like to participate in the pilot must enter into an agreement with a WAV 
dispatcher and sign an MOU with TLC, which will be submitted by their WAV dispatcher. A 
representative of each Participating Base must sign the Attestation Form on the WAV Dispatcher 
application, indicating that they have entered into an agreement that meets the terms of the Pilot 
Resolution.  

Q: How do I know which bases are approved WAV dispatchers for this pilot?  

A: TLC will publish the names and contact information of all approved WAV dispatchers for this pilot on 
our website. TLC will send an email to industry contacts each time a WAV dispatcher is approved. Bases 
interested in participating in the pilot should contact the WAV dispatchers directly. However, bases 
interested in joining the pilot should not wait until they see approved dispatchers listed on the TLC 
website to begin looking for a WAV dispatcher. Bases should begin discussing options with industry 
colleagues as soon as possible. 

Q: Are WAV dispatchers required to accept any base? 

A: No. WAV dispatchers and bases can choose who they would like to work with. If you are having 
trouble finding a WAV dispatcher that will work with you, please contact TLC at 
fhvaccessibility@tlc.nyc.gov.  

Q: Is my base required to enter into an agreement with a WAV dispatcher? 

A: Bases are not required to participate in the pilot.  Instead of working with a dispatcher, they can 
provide accessible service under the new rules.   

Q:  What agreement do bases need to make with a WAV dispatcher? 

A: If you choose to participate in the pilot,  your base must enter into an agreement with a WAV 
dispatcher outlining, at a minimum, the frequency and amount of any payments your base must make 
to the WAV dispatcher and the conditions under which the WAV dispatcher may terminate the 
agreement with the base.  

Q: What are my options if my base cannot come to an agreement with a WAV dispatcher? 



A: If your base cannot find a WAV dispatcher to partner with for the pilot, or chooses not to join the 
pilot for any reason, your base must meet the accessibility requirement outlined in TLC Rules Section 
59B-17(c). These rules go into effect on July 1, 2018 and begin a gradual rollout of required percentages 
of trips dispatched to WAVs each year, starting at 5% in the first year.  

Q: What if I do not want to pay the costs a WAV dispatcher is charging? 

A: No base is required to join the pilot. Each base may decide whether to partner with a WAV dispatcher 
or service WAV trips and meet the trip mandate. By providing two options, the rules and the pilot, bases 
have flexibility in how they meet the accessibility requirements. 

Q: Can my base leaves the pilot before it ends? 

A: All participating bases must comply with the Pilot Resolution and TLC Rules, and make timely 
payments owed to the WAV dispatcher. If a participating base fails to meet any of these requirements, 
the Commission may terminate the base’s approval to be part of the pilot. The base would then be 
subject to the trip mandate rule. 

Q: What happens if my WAV dispatcher leaves the pilot? 

A: Participating bases that enter the pilot may stay in the pilot by signing an agreement with another 
WAV dispatcher. If your base cannot come to an agreement with another WAV dispatcher, your base 
would then be subject to the trip mandate rule after the date that they leave the pilot. 

 
WAV SERVICE REQUIREMENTS 

 
Q: What vehicles qualify as a WAV? 

A: All FHV WAVs must be licensed by the TLC as FHVs and pass the TLC’s WAV inspection, which includes 

an inspection of the rear or side entry, working condition of the ramp, appropriate securement system, 

and anti-slip flooring. Several businesses have experience converting vehicles to WAVs for the New York 

City market. For examples of WAVs commonly used in the for-hire vehicle market, see the list of WAVs 

approved for use as taxis. 

Q: What fares is my base allowed to charge for trips when passengers request a wheelchair accessible 
vehicle? 

A: All FHV bases must keep accurate and up-to-date fare schedules on file with the TLC. If your base is 
dispatching your own WAV trips under the rules, you may not charge a passenger requesting a WAV a 
fare that exceeds the fare a passenger requesting a non-WAV would be charged for the same trip. If 
your base is participating in the pilot and charges and collects fares for trips forwarded to the WAV 
dispatcher, you may not charge a passenger requesting a WAV a fare that exceeds the fare a passenger 
requesting a non-WAV would be charged for the same trip. If your WAV dispatcher charges and collects 
fares on behalf of participating bases, and the WAV dispatcher charges a passenger requesting a WAV a 
fare that exceeds the fare your base would charge a passenger requesting a non-WAV for the same trip, 
the overcharge will be deemed a violation of your base’s MOU with TLC. 

http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/industry/taxicab_vehicles_in_use.shtml
http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/industry/taxicab_vehicles_in_use.shtml


Q: If a customer contacts my base to request a WAV trip, can my base give them the WAV dispatcher’s 
phone number to request a trip directly? 

A: No, the customer should never need to contact another base for a WAV trip. You must arrange the 
WAV trip for the customer by sending the request to the WAV dispatcher. Bases must accept requests 
from passengers requesting WAVs in the same manner(s) as they accept requests from passengers 
requesting non-WAVs (e.g., phone, app, or website). 

Q: What information do I need to provide to TLC about WAV trips fulfilled by the WAV dispatcher? 

A: Participating bases must submit information on payments made to the WAV dispatcher and 
complaints and compliments received by passengers.  

Q: What if I don’t get any calls for a WAV trip under the pilot or under the trip requirement rules? 

A: If your base participates in the pilot, you are only required to pass WAV trip requests on to your WAV 
dispatcher. 

If your base is not participating in the pilot, you are required to dispatch a percentage of your trips to 
WAVs, starting at 5% of all trips between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. The dispatch requirement 
applies whether or not the request is for an accessible vehicle. These rules respond to a longstanding 
lack of accessible service in the rapidly expanding FHV sector, by ensuring accessible vehicles are 
incorporated into daily operations and regularly available for FHV service. 

Q: If my base leaves the pilot before it ends, how will the TLC count WAV trips under the rule?  

A: If your base leaves the pilot before the pilot ends, you will be subject to the TLC trip mandate rule. If 
your base leaves before June 30, 2019, the TLC will count only trips dispatched between your final date 
in the pilot and June 30, 2019 to assess your base’s compliance with the new rules. After June 30, 2019, 
your base will be subject to the TLC trip mandate for the following year. 

If your base leaves the pilot between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020, you must dispatch at least 5% of 
your total trips to WAVs between the date you left the pilot and June 30, 2020.  


